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Hotstar.com is not available to residents in Europe. We continue to work on changes in the light of the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), which entered into force on 25 May 2018. We apologise for the inconvenience and intend to launch our services soon in the EU. Thank you for your patience. If you are not accessing Hotstar from the EU, please
check your IP address to ensure that no VPN/proxy services are enabled. Learn more Editing After a group of friends discover that one of their friends has problems with his wife, who they believe is possessed by a ghost, they try to save him with the help of an exorcist. Plot Summary | Add Synopsis Parents Guide: View Content Advice » Edit After the
popularity of the actor Barani, who took part in the reality show 'Bigg Boss', the promotional tactics of the film changed. He was prominently seen on the posters, although he played a small role in the film. More » User Reviews Edit Release Date: September 22, 2017 (India) More » Vasantham Productions Other » Running time: 122 min View all technical
specifications » Bayama IrukkuDirected byJawaharProduced byJawaharStarringSanthosh PrathapReshmi MenonKovai SaralaBharaniRajendranJaganLollu Sabha JeevaMusic byC. SathyaCinematographyMahendranEdited byKamalakannanProduction Company Vasantham ProductionsRelease Date 22 September 2017 (2017-09-22) Running time110
minutesCountryIndiaLanguageLanguageTamil Bayama Irukku (German: It's scary!) is a 2017 Indian Horror Comedy film written and directed by Jawahar. It is an unofficial remake of the Thai horror comedy blockbuster Pee Mak. The film stars Santhosh Prathap and Reshmi Menon, with Kovai Sarala, Rajendran, Bharani, Jagan and Lollu Sabha Jeeva in
supporting roles. The music was composed by C. Sathya with editing by Mahendran. The film began production and was completed at the end of 2015, but delays meant it was released on September 22, 2017. Plot Jai (Santhosh Prathap) leaves his pregnant wife Lekha (Reshmi Menon) in a city in search of her parents in Sri Lanka. He was wounded in an
attack as he tried to save his Tamil compatriots Raj (Bharani), Ajith (Rajendran), Mani (Jagan) and Shiva (Lollu Sabha Jeeva), who later became his best friends after saving them from certain death. Meanwhile, Lekha fought painfully at home alone for the birth of a baby; she calls for help, but is too weak to be heard. Shortly afterwards, rumours circulated in
the village that Lekha had died in labor and was now a ghost of a very powerful form that haunts the house. The villagers in the neighborhood then heard them singing cradle songs to their baby, terrifying them and forcing them to multiply in fear. When Jai and his friends Coming back to the city in the evening, they find the city completely silent. The five soon
arrive at Jai and Lekha's house at night, and Jai introduces them to Lekha. Now that it's too dark to travel further, Jai's friends decide to stay. that the Day, the men visit the village market, but are shunned by the anxious community. A drunk villager tries to warn Jai, but is crushed and covered up by her son. Jai's friends then discuss what they've heard, but
dismiss the rumors as ridiculous. But Ajith, when he was sent to pick up Jai, saw that the house was a dilapidated wreck that had not been maintained for months, that the cot in which Jai and Lekha's son was supposed to sleep was rocking by himself, and then he saw Lekha stretching out her arm to an unnatural length to fetch a fallen apple under the
house. The next day, Mani discovers a decomposed corpse behind the house, which bears exactly the same ring as Lekha. The drunken villager, who had also tried to warn them before, also mysteriously drowned. Soon all four friends are convinced that she is a ghost. The friends then try numerous methods to convince Jai of the news, including a game of
Charades, and come within inches of Lekha murdered, with only Jai's presence preventing her from doing so, and she scares her away. Worse, Jai rejects all her warnings, announces that they are no longer his friends, and throws them out of their shelters. Later, Jai and Lekha go on a date in the city and visit an amusement park. Jai's friends try to separate
the two by abduing Jai, but their plans are thwarted when Lekha discovers and chases them away. Suddenly, during the escape, Jai's wound reopens. His friends are amazed at how much blood has been shed, but Ajith and Mani are convinced that he, not Lekha, is the spirit, and their fears seem to be confirmed when Jai reacts in pain when they attack him
with holy rice. The friends then flee from their wounded friend and rescue Lekha. On the run in a boat, Jai returns to them and goes to them in the river, but almost drowns when he suffers cramps. Since spirits are not to feel cramps, Jai is revealed not to have been a spirit, and he is saved; When asked why he was screaming when he was hit by holy rice, he
reveals that the rice had pierced his wound, causing him to scream in pain. In the ensuing confusion, Raj drops a ring identical to that, jai, Lekha, and the corpse behind the house had been carried. Raj is immediately pronounced a ghost and thrown out of the boat. The others then try to escape, but since they had lost the paddles to the boat earlier, they
cannot move. Lekha then somehow produces a soaked wet paddle and hands it over to Mani, who suddenly remembers that they had all been thrown overboard and had already drifted too far away for a normal person to recover Mani then stands on the boat to look at the group between his legs; Lekha is revealed to have been the Spirit all along, and the
four remaining men, including Jai, retreat to a temple. There the men come under the protection of the local monk, armed with holy rice, holy water, and the temple is fortified with an enchanted security Lekha quickly appears in her fearsome ghostly form and attacks. Initially, the holy weapons successfully keep Lekha at bay, but in panic, coupled with Jai's
struggle to return to his wife, all sacred rice and water are wasted, and the monk was accidentally thrown out of the safety ring. The monk then fled the temple, leaving behind the four who had since destroyed the security ring as they tried to run to face the angry Lekha. A pale Raj then reappears, and it has been revealed that he is also human; he was in
possession of the ring because he had stolen it from the corpse behind the house to fund his gambling. Lekha angrily shouted at the five that she only wanted to be with her loved one, which the four friends argued because they did not believe that the living could be among the dead, and accused them of killing the drunk; Lekha angrily denies her
involvement and says the drunk man himself drowned. Lekha, in a combination of sadness, anger and despair, then threatens to kill Jai and take him to live with her, but she stops when she sees how much she had frightened her husband. Jai then revealed that he knew the truth about Lekha all the time after raising his suspicions during the Sharads' game.
He had already looked at Lekha between his legs, revealing her ghostly shape, and found her decomposed corpse. But even then, he is much more afraid of living without her than of her death. The two reconcile in tears. His friends, who see her again, tearfully reaffirm their friendship and swear never to leave. A flashback to Jai and Lekha's first meeting is
shown. In the credit scenes, Jai, Lekha and his four friends live happily in the village. Lekha uses her supernatural skills to complete tasks, play charades (and help Mak win for the first time), deter villagers trying to drive them out (led by the village's son) and even run the haunted house attraction of the city. It also turns out that her child also possesses some
of her skills, even though he is still a toddler. Cast Santhosh Prathap as Jai Reshmi Menon as Lekha Kovai Sarala as Devi Bharani as Raj Rajendran as Ajith Jagan as Mani Lollu Sabha Jeeva as Shiva Production directed by debutant Jawahar and starring Santhosh Prathap and Reshmi Menon, the film shot in late 2015 in the interiors of Kerala Chen and
Nager. [2] The horror film is said to play Menon as a mother, while Rajendran and Kovai Sarala were also signed for roles. [3] After a period of inactivity, in August 2016, the producers promoted the film by using the hashtag PeisNext (Ghosts next film) on Twitter before they revealed again that the film would be called Bayama Irukku. [4] After another year of
low funding, the producers prepared the film for a cinema release in September 2017 and showed Bharani on the posters after tracking his popularity through his appearance in Tamil reality. Had. Show, Bigg Boss. Soundtrack Bayama IrukkuSoundtrack Album by C. SathyaReleased16 September
2017Recorded2017GenreSoundtrackLength13:07LanguageTamilLabelDivo MusicProducerC. SathyaC. Sathya Chronology Koditta Idangalai Nirappuga(2017) Bayama Irukku(2017) Pakka(2018) The music of the film was composed by C. Sathya, while the audio rights of the film were acquired by Divo Music. The album was released on September 16, 2017
and featured four songs. TracklistNo.TitleLyricsSinger(s)Length1. MayileVivekaAnthony Daasan4:082. EppavumaeVivekaJudah Sandy3:503. KannukkulLoganRita, Rahul Sathu, Bmac3:304. Unnai EdhirparthenVivekaGowry Lekshmi1:39Total length:13:07 Release The film had a low-profile release at the box office on September 22, 2017, with critics critics
critics critics critics critics critics. The film's satellite rights were sold to Zee Tamil. [6] Reception A times of India critic wrote for a horror comedy, Bayama Irukku, missing both fear and laughter, and that the predictable script shows little inventiveness and is content to assume that everything Rajendran does will make the audience laugh. [7] Sify.com explained
that there is not even a single interesting scene and that the film does not deter you, nor does it call you to laugh. [8] Likewise, The New Indian Express wrote: Bayama Irruku does not fall into the horror category or the comedy category, as the film both frightens you and makes you laugh. [9] References to the Bayama Irukku Movie Premiere E2%80%99s-
role-again . tamiltvchannelexpress.blogspot.com 7 May 2018. Retrieved 12 April 2019. • external links Bayama Irukku on IMDb Retrieved from
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